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From The Desk of the  
Night-Clerk: Confidential

How many prayers are being said right this minute?
One for the orphelines 
trip-trapping Gershwin  
under the kitchen table, nibbling 
turkey sandwiches with very quiet nibbles 
so the lopsided divorcée can sleep off  her sherry 
rapt and snoring in the hull of  a Sealy 

one for their papa wandering the streets
with his good eye and a crooked wooden cane,
a cart full of  crackers and cans of  cold soup. His prayer
is to get laid again in this lifetime, the cheery postal clerk
or a nice, thick, tin-roof  barista. A prayer 

gavels the long blond table of  saints
for the man down the block, who is bashing  
his girlfriend into asphalt in the rain. One for 
the bruised moon of  her face, another
for the arresting cop who had a cyst on his ass crack 
that wept whenever he sat. A warble rises for the lovers 

kissing in the moonlight who will be swindled
tonight by a faulty rubber, another hymn elbows
its accordion into the night by the stringy haired street girl 
who calls herself  the mercenary of  sorrow.  

Prayers for mudwellers, for bricklayers, for men
who see the world from the inside, little coughs
for poets and epileptics and for the schlub
casting his pants in the bike lane. Oh human man,
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rise your face up to the heavens 
as you rub yourself  silly for a dream.  

You are praying for an end to the files, the records
of  the sleeptalkers and sleepwalkers
and thumbsuckers and slurpers and those 
flinging blankets to the floor in ecstatic rest
while you have entirely misplaced your yawn.  
You are the only one who knows

that on the little confidential slate 
tallied by his bedside, God chalks 
one up himself, wringing remorse 
for the emptiness of  his holiness,
for the moment he remembers 

he’s forgotten how to pray.


